Streamliner DLX, Journey, Journey Spring, Transit, Phoenix, Phoenix DLX
MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

Before you start:
1- Packaging contents:
4mm Allen Bolts (4)
Rack (Obviously without it, trying to mount it
would be futile)
*If your rack is missing any hardware, please
return the rack to your Axiom retailer for
replacement.

2- Tools required:
4mm allen key
5mm allen key
10mm open ended wrench (For Transit Rack only)

Mounting instructions
A. Mount the Lower Part of the Rack
1- Make sure the rack is facing forwards: the end of the
rack with the two arms is facing the front of
your bike.

2- Align the holes at the bottom of the rack to the
threaded eyelets on the rear wheel dropouts (A).*The
rack should mount on the outside of the frame.

3- Use an allen bolt (B) on each side of the frame to
attach the rack to the bicycle.
Loosely tighten the bolts so the rack can still move.

B. Mount the upper Part of the Rack
4- 3Remove the bolts (D) located at the top of the
seatstays, (C), from either side of the frame. *If
there are no bolts, use two from the 4 included
allen bolts. Make sure the threads in the frame
are clean for easier installation.

5- Loosen, do not completely remove, the 4 bolts
(E;F) at the front of the rack (Two on top and Two
on the sides).

6- The Versalock arms (G) should now be mobile.
*Note: The transit rack has only two bolts and
requires the use of a 8mm and a #2 Phillips
screwdriver to loosen
everybody

7- Extend the Versalock arms (G) forward to the
seat stay
8- Using an allen bolt (I) on each side, loosely
attach the arms (G) to each seatstay.

C. Position the Rack
9- To adjust the angle of the rack platform (J), slide
the platform along the Versalock arms (G).
Position the platform so is angled slightly
forward, ensuring the platform does not lean to
the rear.

D. Tighten all the bolts add some panniers and go
for a ride!

To secure the rack, tighten the bolts at top of
the platform (E). Then tighten the bolts
underneath the platform (F). *Note: The Transit
rack has only two bolts located on the top of the
platform.

10-Add panniers and go for a ride! Do it! Now, do
it!

